
Join PDMP
Join this Initiative 
The success of the PDMP initiative relies on the participation of a wide range of stakeholders including Health IT vendors, health systems, standards 
development organizations, patient advocates, and the general public. Any interested party is invited to get involved in the PDMP initiative, and can 
choose to either participate as an      Initiative Committed Member or Other Interested Party .  

Committed Member
A Committed Member is an organization or individual who has a particular interest in solving the Challenge Statement and reaching the Initiative Goal 
and commits to actively achieve the deliverables. The nature of the commitment will vary depending on the deliverables, but must be meaningful and 
relevant. This includes regularly attending workgroup meetings. Some examples of meaningful commitment include, but are not limited to:

Testing implementation specifications in the real-world
Supporting providers in real-world pilot implementations
Writing code for production or test implementations
Writing and editing implementation specifications and/or other deliverable documentation
Participation in Federal Advisory Committees (FACAs) or their workgroups

Other Interested Parties
If you are unable to join as a fully committed participant or an invited expert, you may also join as an Other Interested Party. As an “Other Interested 
Party” you are invited to participate in discussions and can provide comments and feedback by joining the Wiki. However, only Committed Members 
have voting rights.

Join this Initiative
As an open government initiative the success of the PDMP & Health Integration initiative relies on the participation of a wide range of stakeholders, 
including various Payer and Provider organizations, health systems, standards development organizations, and the general public.

Please note, it takes approximately one business day for the updated membership information to display. Please contact Saurav Chowdhury saurav.
 if you would like to confirm your submission, change your status, or if you have any other membership/wiki concerns.chowdhury@esacinc.com
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Initiative Contacts

Name Role Email

Johnathan Coleman Initiative Coordinator jc@securityrs.com

Sherry Green PDMP SME sgreen586@gmail.com

Mera Choi ONC Lead mera.choi@hhs.gov

Jennifer Frazier ONC Lead Jennifer.Frazier@hhs.gov

Helen Caton-Peters ONC Lead Helen.Caton-Peters@hhs.gov

Tricia Lee-Wilkins ONC Lead Tricia.Wilkins@hhs.gov

Jinhee Lee SAMHSA Lead Jinhee.Lee@samhsa.hhs.gov

Kate Tipping SAMHSA Lead Kate.Tipping@samhsa.hhs.gov

Jamie Parker Project Management jamie.parker@esacinc.com

Saurav Chowdhury Project Support saurav.chowdhury@esacinc.com
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Taima Gomez Project Support taima.gomez@esacinc.com
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